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Signed ……………………………………………………………………….. (Chair)  Date ……………………………………………. 

MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD ON THURSDAY 20th MAY 2021 AT 18.00 VIA TEAMS DUE TO COVID-19 

PRESENT: Arif Said-McCullough (AXS), David Conway (DC), Gaydree Wrigley (GW), Peter Colebourn (PC), 

John Griffiths (JG), Martin Penrose (MP), Sarah Roberts (SR), Susan Carpenter (SEC) Sarah Hinks (SHI), Ken 

Caplan (KAC), Julia Blake Madigan (JBM), Jim Endersby (JE) and Tony Smith (TS)  

ALSO, PRESENT Emma Brinkhurst (Clerk to the Governors)  

Suzanne Howells (SH) Designated Safeguarding Lead (DSL) 

ABSENT: Kaveri Sharma  

 AGENDA ITEM MINUTES 

1. Safeguarding update with 
Designated Safeguarding Lead 
Suzanne Howells (SH) 

A copy of the documents were circulated with the agenda. These are also 
available in the Governor’s shared area. 
 
SH mentioned the safeguarding pages of the Headteacher’s report page 35-
36. It was explained that the figures included in the Headteacher’s report are 
a snapshot in time the data included in the report was as of the 6th May. 
 
Q What is a CAF and CIN on the summary in the Headteacher’s Report? 

A CAF (Common Assessment Form) is a form that we tend not to use in 

secondary schools these are more used at primaries. 

A CIN (Child In Need) is an on-going report with a family, normally with social 

worker involvement, which is reviewed every six weeks. We do have students 

working with a social worker (level 4 on the continuum of need) but not all 

are classed as CIN – SH is checking with the social workers if they should be a 

CIN. 

 

SH mentioned the safeguarding audit 2020-21 which was sent to governors. 

SH said that we are following up on after school coaches in P.E as it is 

important to have details of every provider working in school. 

SH explained that the alternative provision the school uses such as East 

Sussex College, Plumpton and College Central also need a more robust 

system to ensure checks (a signed letter from the provider will suffice). SH 

explained that a template letter has been set up which we can now send to 

all our alternative provision providers, so they are able to confirm to us that 

they have all the relevant checks in place.  

The recent Local Authority (LA) Safeguarding review carried out on the 12th 

May was a positive review with useful areas for development identified. SH 

commented that the review highlighted the enormity of safeguarding in 

schools. 
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18:13 SHI joined the meeting. 

The school uses CPOMS (Child Protection Online Management System) a 

secure online reporting system for recording safeguarding incidents and 

issues. A lot of information comes in via CPOMS on email to SH who then will 

action or pass onto the relevant member of staff e.g. House Head. 

SH explained that the safeguarding information in school is stored in lots of 

different places and this needs to be tighter. SH had the draft Safeguarding 

Review report returned and there is little identified that she did not already 

know. The report makes a recommendation for SH to visit another school 

(one with similar issues identified). SH also wants to view how the other 

school is using all the functions of CPOMs and how Priory can utilise it fully. 

The review also identified an issue with the Single Central Record (SCR) as 

one column was missing (this has been rectified.) Year 8 and Year 10 students 

were spoken to as part of the review to understand if they feel safe in school. 

They spoke about bullying to the reviewers i.e. how it is dealt with. Life Skills 

had fed into their replies and that the students reported that they know how 

to stay safe. SH was especially pleased with the Year 8 students spoken to as 

they have only been in school face to face for about eleven months. SH has 

congratulated staff as students explained they know what to do with regard 

to reporting issues. RS (Systems Manager) has completed the e-safety audit 

as part of the review. SH felt that more can be done to provide parents with 

e-safety advice.  

SH explained that the access from Lewes Leisure Centre to the school was 

mentioned and we need to keep this under review. The leisure centre have 

procedures in place. The fire doors at the front of North Block were assessed 

and it was suggested that for the school assess whether fitting alarms on 

these doors is viable. 

There is a case for increasing safeguarding training for all staff using a little 

and often approach. This will be assessed as we develop the time budget for 

2021-22. 

The reviewers acknowledged that the pastoral team including SSL (SH’s 

Deputy)/safeguarding teams are particularly stretched with caseloads. 

The mental health and wellbeing/healthy schools audit is nearly finalised – KC 

has sent the audit to County. The strategy will require a five-year plan 

(commencing September 2021). 

ACTION: Final version to be shared with governors at a future meeting. 
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The governors wanted to thank SH, SSL and the team for their hard work. SHI 

reported she was also involved in the LA safeguarding review and had a 

meeting with an LA representative for the review in her role as Lead 

Safeguarding Governor and attended the meeting at the end of the review. 

 

SH left the meeting at 18:24. 

2. Apologies  Received and accepted from Graham Arr-Jones and Julia Blake Madigan will 
be joining this meeting later due to attending the healthy schools governor 
briefing. 

3. Minutes of previous meeting  A copy of the minutes from the meeting held on Thursday 18th March 2021 
was circulated with the agenda. This is also available in the Governor’s shared 
area. 
 
The minutes of Thursday 18th March 2021 were accepted and agreed as a 
correct record. 
ACTION: Clerk to add SR’s electronic signature to minutes due to Covid-19. 

4. Matters Arising  
 

None 

5. Declarations of any business 
or pecuniary interests 

JG - Director/Consultant of JRTZ Ltd consultancy firm. Director of Mansell 
Park Residents Association. On Local Authority’s school, placement appeals 
panel list. Local Authority Governor at Willingdon Primary School. Trustee of 
the Lewes Priory School Memorial Chapel Trust. 
SHI - Careers and Skills lead with Culture Shift CIC & Vice Chair Now Charity 
Group 
MP - Employed by the Ministry of Justice 
GW - School Business Manager at Meridian Community Primary School 
Peacehaven 
SR –Teaching Assistant at East Sussex College Group Lewes 
DC – Finance Director of CEGA Group 
JBM - Runs own property business. 
NC - Director/Owner, Bridgenor Associates. Director/Owner, Northshott 
Consulting. Lay Member, NHS North East London CCG –  
Council Member, Democratic Society – non-executive Belgian NGO role. 
Governor at Wallands Community Primary School. 
JE - History Professor at the University of Sussex. 
KAC - Governor at Carlton Hill Community Primary School in Brighton. 
Director of Partnerships in Practice Ltd. Freelance consultant on international 
development. Lecturer on Postgrad certificate course in sustainable business 
- Cambridge institute for sustainability leadership. 

6. Headteacher’s (HT’s) Report 
 
 

A copy of the Headteacher’s Report was circulated with the agenda. This is 
also available in the Governor’s shared area. 
 
Page 2 – student numbers 
Student numbers for term 4 were 1126 which is lower than we aspire to – at 
the recent census this has increased by three to 1129. We need to monitor 
students’ numbers carefully. 
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Our Year 7 intake for September is 237 - our PAN (Pupil Admission Number) is 
232. We are likely to lose a few students to private schools over summer and 
expect to be 232 in September. 
 
Page 3/4 - Year 10 Assessment data 
The second data capture has been completed for Year 10 (March 2021). The 
focus is on this Year 10 as this group was reported in February. This data will 
allow governors to compare data in the report with data in the February 
report. This also supports a question raised at Teaching and Learning 
committee about what the issues faced by Year 10 (as their GCSEs next year 
will be affected by lockdown/covid). At the T&L meeting PXH gave a clear 
presentation about closing the gap to the committee. The data for Year 10 
was overall positive. There are three potential models for GCSE examinations 
next year. The first to carry on as in normal years with full content covered. 
The second being similar to the first but teachers cover full content until 
February when exam boards release details about what areas will be covered 
in the examinations. The third model is revised content is issued for 
September to ensure time to cover content and prepare for examinations – 
model three is favoured but it is accepted that this will not be fair to all. 
Individual subjects identify gaps and address gaps using a spiral curriculum 
approach including quick quizzes and other strategies aimed at extending 
retention but avoiding cognitive overload. Maths and English data on page 4 
show that overall data was relatively similar to the last time of reporting. 
 
Q A governor said during the lockdowns a parent had reported that the full 
curriculum was not followed? 
TS responded that the curriculum was followed right through lockdown – 
lessons every period. The school had communicated issues with laptops and 
equality which was one of the reasons for not doing face to face live lessons. 
Public schools had a different approach – they do not necessarily follow Local 
Authority guidance and advice. 
 
Page 6 there are more red categories than in March but this is not surprising, 
as some students have found adjusting to the return to school difficult. At 
home if they did not understand or did not want to do something students 
could just turn off the computer or disengage as the teacher has less 
influence when not in a classroom. Disadvantaged students have not fallen as 
far behind as thought. Some students preferred remote learning as it 
afforded more thought time and they could do their lessons at their own 
pace which was beneficial. For others this was not the case. 
 
Q Is there a problem with staffing in Drama? 
There are very strong teachers in Drama including a Newly Qualified Teacher 
– The Head of Department is on maternity leave and there is temporary 
leadership, which is very strong. During lockdown it was a challenge to 
deliver practical work and written work has not been as strong as it would be 
with teacher guidance in the classroom setting. 
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Attendance page 9/10 
Term 4 the school reopened to the majority of students on 8th March 2021. 
The overall attendance figure is difficult to compare to previous years due to 
there being two weeks when the country was in Lockdown. Persistent 
Absence (PA) is over 21% which is very worrying (PA means a student’s 
absence is below 90%). SR and PC mentioned they had a useful meeting with 
NA last Friday as part of the attendance subcommittee. NA is going to provide 
the subcommittee with a breakdown of figures and some back stories to 
inform the research. One of our biggest challenges is getting some students 
into school and this can require home visits to help encourage attendance. 
We do employ our own Student Support Officer who does carry out some 
home visits. Some extremely vulnerable students are not back yet or came 
back and have gone off again. Some have wider family issues – possibly a 
community mind set to education. A Governor said maybe a potential topic 
for parent forum or/and inclusion in a school newsletter. TS explained he has 
not included such an item in a newsletter at the moment due to the reliability 
of data and benchmarking because of covid. The external support available 
has decreased, for example there used to be Education Welfare Officers who 
could issue fines or imprisonment. Some of the thresholds for external 
support have changed i.e. unless a student’s attendance is 50% or less County 
are reluctant to intervene - there is little external support. Even when you 
can get some support, it might only be for six weeks and if things do not 
change in the six weeks, they often close the case.  
 
Q Why are higher attaining students not coming into school? 
Attendance is around 92% which is not as good as it should be but for some it 
is due to chronic illness some have less family support. (Some parents say the 
right thing and want to work with the school but do not know how to do so to 
be effective.) Some students are also in more than one category (e.g. Pupil 
Premium can be SEN as well as Free School Meals). Attendance is not just a 
Priory problem it is also a wider East Sussex issue. 
 
Q Do we know i.e. who have anxiety problems and mental health 
problems? 
Yes, we have detailed data – NA and house teams make daily calls to families 
about attendance. It was commented that the attendance subgroup will 
report back to a future full governors meeting. 
 
Page 12 - Behaviour and Achievement points 
Some parents have commented to TS that they feel Priory is heavy on 
sanctions but the data does not support that as the vast majority are gaining 
achievement points. In term 4 the number of achievement points has been 
higher.  
 
The vast majority of behaviour points were given for defiance (the school is 
experiencing higher levels of blank refusal to cooperate) and disruption 
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issues, this reflects the challenges a minority of students (15/20 students) 
have presented returning from Lockdown and their challenges adapting to 
school expectations. Our staff resources are stretched with trying to deal with 
these problems. The minority of students presenting these challenges are 
demanding a significant amount of staff time. It is clear that the school does 
not currently have the resources to manage the extent of the demands these 
students present, furthermore accessing external support is also a challenge 
(as it seems that these services are also working over capacity and are equally 
under resourced). It is important that we think strategically about how we 
can manage these demands which are likely to continue for some time and 
may also be evident as new students join the school. 
 
JBM joined the meeting 19.02. 
 
We are spending £13,000 on sending two students to Bexhill (includes 
transport) to access provision at ‘The Workplace’. One student has reported 
that the placement is excellent. The other three who have been allocated 
have all come back to school saying they do not want to do it. There is a lack 
of resilience with these students who too easily ‘give up’. 
 
Q What about how a disruptive student affects the rest of the class? 
Exclusions are increasing as we are following our sanction ladder; we are 
trying not to permanently exclude and trying a wide range of strategies e.g. 
reduced timetable, work placement and College placements. The school see a 
permanent exclusion as failure and only will move to a permanent exclusion 
as a last resort.  
 
Q With the 133 defiance incidents on the graph on page 14 how many 
weeks is that for –and for how many students and which year group? 
It is for 4 weeks (term 4) for about fifteen students and Year 7, 8 and 9.  
 
Q Of the 133 defiance incidents - how many are defiance to SLT? 
Probably over half as SLT pick up these students when ‘On Call’. 
 
Q With the student sitting outside your office – what about a mentor? 
We are exploring mentors for a number of students. We might also require a 
governor to sit in on a meeting to give a more external perspective. 
 
Q What happens with an excluded student? 
If they are permanently excluded (schools must have tried a large number of 
options to support engagement of students before this point to prove 
everything possible has been tried) they attend College Central (old PRU) but 
there is a waiting list for a places. They will then be re-assigned to another 
school. We have some students who were re-assigned to us (providing a 
second chance). Generally, Priory works well with students permanently 
excluded by other schools and have never had a re-assigned student having a 
second permanent exclusion from us. Exclusion data shows along the coastal 
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strip numbers of exclusions are higher. We have also had casual admissions 
who have moved to us before being excluded by other schools. 
Page 14/15 Hate incidents including right wing views and racial comments 
seem to be increasing which is worrying possibly due to Brexit and extreme 
views in press. We record incidents in different places which we are 
addressing (as SH outlined at the start of the meeting). 
 
Q These topics are covered in Life Skills lessons aren’t they? 
Yes, but some students say the right thing in the lesson i.e. they know 
smoking is bad but still smoke when outside school. 
 
Page 21/22 staff attendance issues   
Staff absence is high in term 4 – 28 absences in the four weeks. To some 
extent this is unsurprising with people being in their own home and not 
mixing during lockdown and then coming back to school and flus/colds 
spreading – a lot of schools have reported noticing similar absences. 
 
Page 34 Parents Evening Attendance for 2020-21 
All parents’ evenings have been held virtually and the attendance figures 
have increased quite dramatically – we hope to keep these appointments as 
virtual meetings. 
 
Q With the Year 9 Pupil premium parents evening data was it 26.5% this 
seemed low compared with previous years – any thoughts why? 
The students would have already chosen their options before this parents 
evening so some might have felt they did not need to attend as they had 
chosen their vocational courses they wanted. 
 
Q Has the Work Experience position been filled? 
Not yet we are looking at the job description for a September start. Our 
Health and Safety Co-ordinator is covering this at present. Year 11 are 
undertaking virtual work experience next week. Year 10 also have work 
experience week (50% have secured places and the other 50% are doing 
virtual work experience). 
 
Q What about the end of teaching school?  
The Local Authority have been forward thinking and pro-active to retain, 
enhance and develop system leadership (work has been ongoing for about 18 
months). SLEs will not ‘exist’ but be pooled into system leadership roles. 
 
Q With the reporting of data from CPOMS – it is possible to put the 
previous year’s data as well like you do with other data so we can compare?  
When we learn the full capacity of CPOMS this should be possible. 

7. Behaviour Support for 
increasingly challenging 
students 

We are struggling with the most challenging students. We employed our own 
Student Support Officer – unfortunately, our Student Support Officer has had 
some illness and has recently resigned her post. We have not got capacity or 
resources at present and need to be more creative. When researching the 
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local MAT one idea was to develop behaviour specialists and develop a local 
facility.  It was felt this is something we need to start exploring with other 
schools as well as considering what we might achieve as a lone school.  To try 
and turn behaviour around we would need a space in school and to employ 
specialist staff. The budget pressures may result in resistance from some 
however the issue requires a strategic response and planning. We are 
approaching the point where we are at capacity with the number of issues 
being presented for the school to solve. It was felt a working party of staff 
and governors could look into the pros and cons/research and carry out visits. 
We need to find a space and fund our own specialists to provide the right 
experience to help re-engagement in education. 
 
Governors felt this was a good idea to start looking into options JE, JBM, and 
NC were happy to be part of the working party. 
 
Q Could we work with i.e. an academy on this across schools? 
Yes with a service level agreement and memorandum/articles we could. 
 
Q Would they be interested? 
It was felt we would be happy to work with local primaries. 
 
Q Can we lobby about the underfunding/lack of external resources instead? 
Never say no but for the last twenty years Heads have cited the need for an 
extensive programme for KS3 of alternative provision but the provision has 
been very limited e.g. the 180 course in Bexhill. 
It is frustrating that there has been so little development in this area but we 
need to be proactive. 
 
Q How many pupils are out of catchment area? 
With the Year 6 September intake out of 237 students 46 come from out of 
catchment - 60/70 in a year group 225 to 232 students. 

8. Re-cap of Saturday morning 
full governing body training 
morning on 08/05/2021 

SR provided a recap on the 8th May Saturday morning full governors training 
which SR felt was useful with an excellent presentation from Theresa Philips. 
Main takeaway it is important for us to look at what we do and evaluate. SR 
also reminded governors that from September we will require a new chair 
and vice chair(s). 
 
NC, JG, JBM, PC, JE, SR and GW (finance) said they would be happy to be on 
the Ofsted working group which will start after half term. 

9. Update from LCLP meeting on 
Monday 10/05/2021 

JG provided an update on the meeting with local MP Maria Caulfield. She was 
willing to listen to concerns raised. She informed the meeting that she would 
feedback the issues to DfE. 
 
Maria also offered to engage in a more regulars meeting with LCLP (maybe 
twice per year). 
 
The Head of St Pancras attended the LCLP meeting for the first time but she is 
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leaving having been Acting Head (seconded from Iford and Kingston) whilst 
the school recruited a permanent Head. The EIPs (Education Improvement 
Partners) are changing we will be in an alliance with Ashdown/Haven. The 
Lewes EIP has about £25,000 to spend which we will commit. Fagens 
initiative (counselling) has been useful – Wallands and St Pancras also 
contributed to this.  
Local place planning was discussed and it was expressed that with falling rolls 
local primaries require a regular meeting with the LA to ensure planning takes 
account of the whole town rather than individual schools. 

10. Review of Governor SLT 
/classroom links  
(Action Item 8 FGB 
15/10/2020) 

A copy of the spreadsheet was circulated with the agenda. This is also 
available in the Governor’s shared area. 
 
At the Business meeting in September we will fully decide all governor links 
but is was agreed to fill the remaining governor links vacancies: 
KS = Equality  
JE = SEN (double up with SR) 
JBM = Safeguarding (double up with SHI)  

11. Strategic Items  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

JG provided an update on the Teaching and Learning Committee from 13th 
May: 
 
Year 11 grading process – The INSET tomorrow (21st May) will be used by staff 
for standardisation, moderation and preparing the portfolio evidence. The 
process involves a holistic review of the evidence and is not based on an 
algorithm or formula. JA will place every student on a master spreadsheet to 
enable ranking and any queries will be dealt with after half term. 18th June is 
the submission date when grades must be with the awarding bodies. Example 
evidence requests will be needed to be ready by the 21st June for the exam 
boards as the 23rd June is the date for submitting evidence for each subject. 
We will also be using the Fisher Family Trust (FFT) data for quality assurance. 
We do not know what the appeals process is yet. 
 
Catch up – PXH delivered a presentation, which is available in the governors 
shared drive - main focus Quality First Teaching (QFT). Formative Assessment 
for example quizzes, talking in class and creating diagrams are used to help 
identify where knowledge is weaker. These assessments inform the teaching 
and learning activities in each area. We will be over staffing in English, Maths 
and Science using the catch-up money so will have an extra teacher in each of 
these subjects. 
 
The reading/spelling age for some of our Year 7s is worrying with low reading 
ages of a six/seven/eight-year-old for a considerable number of students. We 
will have to make our materials accessible for across the board not just SEN. 
 
GW gave an update on the Strategic Organisation Committee meeting from  
25th March:  

 Services to schools – These are items that the school would like to 
purchase; these are virtually the same as in 2020/21. One difference 
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was buying ESCC’s HR Advisory Service as the school would like to 
revert to using the Local Authority for our HR Advisory Service. The 
decision to return had not been taken lightly. The school have been 
extremely pleased with the service that Browne Jacobson provided. 
However, not purchasing the Local Authority’s service has caused us 
several problems administratively most notably for our Personnel 
Officer who has not been able to access key documents and policies. 
There have been other secondary schools that moved to 
BrowneJacobson when we did but have since returned to the Local 
Authority. They have reported that they are pleased with the current 
service. We will ask the LA to take part in an audit at the end of the 
year. TS said they have been helping with two complex cases and we 
are happy they are not being risk averse. 

 Current budget share for 2020/2021 is £6,000,184. 

 The predicted carry forward is £460,304 – which is a healthy figure. 
We are permitted 5% which is just under £300,000. The £185,000 
long term contingency has been identified for specific projects so 
would not form part of a potential clawback. 

 
GW gave an update on the Strategic Organisation Committee Meeting from  
29th April: 

 2020/21 Final Budget outcomes - The carry forward figure is 
£491,866. However, there are some items that can be deducted e.g. 
Ring Fenced Grants from the DfE and Local Authority (LA). Under this 
heading, for the 2020/21 year end these were i.e. Free Schools Meals 
Supplementary grant and Containment Outbreak Management Fund. 
Other items that can be deducted are sums assigned for approved 
purposes to be purchased in 2021/22 new CCTV System, replacement 
servers and new telephone system. 

 2021/2022 budget - the initial budget share for 2021/22 from the 
Authority is £6,217,405. Please note that this is £497,725 more than 
the original budget share for 2020/21 and that in turn was £254,794 
more than the original budget share for 2019/20.  Although the figure 
of £497,725 seems very large it now includes the pension, pay grant 
and teachers pay grant both, of which we received as extra income in 
2020/21. The DfE have stipulated that the Minimum Funding 
Guarantee (MFG) rate must be between 100.5% and 102%. As part of 
the ESCC Funding Formula Consultation, the MFG rate proposed was 
to have the rate at 102%. The outcome of the consultation was that 
the MFG rate would be 102% for 2021/22. The Teachers’ Pension 
Scheme increased to 23.68% from 01/09/19 up from 16.48%.  

 The budget for 2021/22 balances and has a short-term contingency 
of £105,390 at present. However, this is largely due to the carry 
forward figure of £491,866. Without the carry forward from 2020/21 
the budget would be in deficit by £337,476 (excluding the capitation 
carry forward re-budgeted in 2021/22 and contingencies). These 
figures are based on a Year 7 intake of 232 in September 2021 and 
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New CCTV system and the 
paper regarding the 
Technology Refresh of our 
Server and Backup & 
Replication infrastructure 
 

then 220 in subsequent years. At £5,415 per pupil, the difference 
between five years at 232 and five at 220 is 60 pupils that equals 
£324,900. Therefore, pupil numbers are critical. If these numbers do 
decrease as anticipated then our staffing quota will need to reduce to 
reflect this. We need to create a PAN working group as the number of 
students in feeder schools is decreasing. If we can reduce the 
numbers in our PAN early, enough we may avoid the need to 
undertake a re-structure. We already have a number of staff on 
temporary contracts. It was said it could take a long time to reduce a 
school’s PAN possibly ten months. JG, GW, NC were happy to be on 
PAN working group. 

 
Q Is the school in the healthy school project? 
Yes we are KC is leading on it – KC has completed the healthy school audit – 
this will be shared later. 
 
SR provided an update on the Cybersecurity training for governors with 
Richard May (ESCC) from 13th May which was felt to be a useful session - the 
slides have been shared with governors. 
 
Additional documents were shared ahead of the meeting a paper regarding 
the new CCTV system and the paper regarding the Technology Refresh of our 
Server and Backup and Replication infrastructure needs due to the contract 
value it needed Governor approval under the Scheme of Delegation. The 
work needs carrying out over the summer holiday. 
The Governors approved both.  

12. Policy reviews The Governors approved the following policies:  
 

 Updated ESCC Attendance Management policy and procedure 
December 2019 

 Updated Health and Safety  

 Updated ESCC Homeworking Policy January 2019 

 ESCC flexible working requests application consideration, outcome 
& review May 2018 

 Updated ESCC Lone Working December 2020 

 ESCC Recruitment and Selection November 2017 

 Updated ESCC DBS April 2021 
 
Q Can we make contact with our governor links after half term? 
The second week onwards should be fine – we are limiting visitors but for 
governor visits, it should be ok and could also continue on Teams. TS was 
aware he had not offered a school tour to our new governors due to covid so 
these could be booked in for next term if they wished. One to one visits of 
the autism facility could also be arranged. 

 REMINDERS: 
NGA Skills Audit 2021 for 
completion by 28th May please 

 
A reminder was given for all governors to send their completed NGA Skills 
Audit to the Clerk by end of term next Friday (28th). 
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 Also the behaviour towards staff policy – any comments by next Tuesday 25th 
by 1pm. 
Please could any governors who had not already let the Clerk know when 
they have read the addendum to the child protection policy let the Clerk 
know asap for Suzanne? 
There is an Ofsted governor session next week Wednesday 26th from 1.30pm 
or Thursday from 9.30am it would be good to have a governor attend one of 
these sessions – please let the clerk know.  
 
Change of date for Virtual Parent Forum now Wednesday 16th June 
2021  from 6pm-7pm. 

The meeting closed at 20.33    

Date and time of next meeting:  Thursday 15th July 2021 18:00 Teams 

ACTIONS 

ITEM  ACTION  RESPONSIBLE  UPDATE  

1 Final version to be shared with governors at a 
future meeting. 

Clerk On FGB agenda 15/07/2021 

1 LA Safeguarding Review report to be shared at 
a future meeting   

Clerk On FGB agenda 15/07/2021 

 


